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Main specifications:
Type: 5.1 / stereo integrated amplifier
Output power: 5 x 120W @ 8 Ohm in 5.1
mode / 2 x 450W @ 8 Ohm in stereo mode
Frequency response: 2Hz ÷ 200kHz ± 0.5dB
THD: <0.05%
S/N ratio: >90dB
Input impedance: 100 kOhms
5.1 mode inputs: 3 RCA line
Stereo mode inputs: 4 line, of which 3 RCA
and 1 balanced XLR
Outputs: 1 RCA tape out, 1 pre-amplified
subwoofer
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CinemaX

CinemaX

The first A/V amp dedicated to the 2-channel fundamentalists

THE UNORTHODOX APPROACH

If you belong to that zero-tolerance group
of audiophiles who believe all home theatre
system are rubbish, it’s time to rethink your
prejudices.
Take a well-established, multi award-winning
Pathos hybrid circuit designed for exquisite
music reproduction rather than the sound
of helicopter blades beating the air a few
inches above your head. Multiply its tube pre
stage by 6, and its MOSFET power stage by 5.
Hard to admit, but it has to sound good.

But we thought great sound alone was not
enough to convince the audio purists. So we
designed our CinemaX with two hearts in the
same body, and we invented an exclusive
and revolutionary functionality to allow users
to get the best out of both.
When it’s time for entertainment, just select
your video DVD source and the CinemaX will
set itself to 5.1 mode so you can enjoy your
movies with unrivalled sound quality.
And when it’s time for passion—listening to
your favourite music—the CinemaX
transforms itself into a no-compromise stereo
machine. By automatically engaging bridgedmode, the CinemaX is now capable of
delivering 450W of glorious two-channel
Pathos sound!

According to established Pathos design
principles, the pre-stage is purely tube and
operating in pure class A, while the power
stage consists of 5 identical MOSFET boards,
each one capable of 120W RMS into 8 Ohms.

